
WAY TO SOW CLOVER. 

As a rule farmers ¢o not grow 

safficient quantity of clover with 

grain crops. It is more than a useful 

practice <o broad- 

sast on the land occupied by grair 

crops, in this ¢ the growing 

crop affords shelter for the seeds, and 

the germination will 

Be perfect. 
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FEEDING THE dH ENS. 
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Work at the experiment 

poultry plant {is progressing 

About five hundred chicks have heen 

hatched and twelve incubators of 3500 

egg capacity are being run at ull 

capacity The colony brooder houses 

have been made ready for the young 

chicks, and with a continuation 

good weather It is expected that this 

spring's work will be very success 

ful. About two thousand birds will 

fhe reared this spring. Prof. G. M. 

Gowell, Penobscot Counly, Me 

THE FARM GARDEN, 
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STARTING AN APPLE ORCHARD 
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SHEEP CED FA 
Scotch 

developed veral 

stock especially adapt 

and The 

Faced Highland sheep is one 

lest of and in 

i none, The 

is extremely long and coarse, 

al in quality to that of some 

very heavy 

hardiness of the sheep has at 

some in this coun 

try, and a few flocks have been im- 

norted mostly to northern New York 

[t is a rather small-sized sheep 

wild in disposition. 

mutton is popular in the mar. 

because of excellent flavor and 

fine grain The fleece of the ewes aver 

ages 3% to 5% pounds when washed, 

Its place in this country would be 

chiefly in mountain pastures in 
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CARE OF HORSES. 

When the writer was given his first 

team he was told to curry the horses 

morning and night it is surprising 

what a rubbing down, after a hard 

day's work, will do in keeping a team 

in condition. If want to keep 

vour teams fat. sleek and ready at all 

times for hard work, here is the 

recipe: Let oats be the main grain, 

water regularly, feed bright timothy 

or upland hay, curry and brush thor. 

oughly every morning, and at night 

curry, brush and rub. That is all 

there 1s to it. Use a large plece of 

flannel for rubbing and your team 

| will be as sleek as moles and fit for 

the hardest kind of service.—Indiana 

| Farger, 

you 

—— 

QUARANTINE PEN NECESSARY 

A quarantine pen is necessary on 

every farm where hogs are kept and 

| ghould be made tight. Any new hogs 

that come into the herd should be 

placed in it and confined until all 

danger is past.—Rarmers’ Home Jour. 

nal, 

  

The Kingdom of Lies. 
By Agnes Repplier, 
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of All a Human Being 
By Haves Robbins. 
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Men Better Fitted 
Than Women Jo Teach 

By Edwin R, A. Seligman, Professor of 

economics at Columbia University. 
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HE methods for the prevention of dizeases, w hich have developed 

wonderfully in the last few years, jad me to belleve that the 

outlook for the elimination of the white plague is very hopeful, 

Those affected will be isolated, and if this is done, preventives 

may be used until consumption wili be a thing of the past. The 

great work to be done is in medicine, for surgery long ago has 

reached almost its limit of perfection. Simplification in surgery 

will develop, but { think no great discovery in that branch of the profession 

remains to be made. In fact, | think that the greatest triumphs of surgery 

have been attained, and to make them more accoasible will be the work of the 

future. As the medical profession in late years has discovered the causes of 

the worst diseases. it will only be a question of time when preventives will he 

Siuatally sed. ‘The outlook then, is that the human race will be better 

phesically than it has ever been, 

innovation, 

“It neuld be a grave mistake,” sald 
the financier 

Why ths Notes Lost. { the advisabliity of the 

While the late Lord Goschen was | 

Chancellor of the Exchequer under | 

Lord Salidbury it was proposed to! “Why?” queried Mr, Goschen, 

bring out £1 notes, Mr. Goschen, as! “Well, you see, you can toss with 

he was then, was rather doubtful of ja sovereign but you can’t with a £1 

the value of such notes, and he con: | acte,” was the reply, and the £1 notes 

sulted a well known financier ag to | wera «halved. ~The Cleveland Leader, 
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WOMAN IN JAPAN'S HISTORY 

Women played an important part in 

the early history of Japan, To a 

woman. the Empress Jingu, belongs 

the glory of the first conquest made 

by Japan, that of Korea, A. D. 201, 

says the London Chronicle Dressed 

as a man, she led her fleet over the 

unknown waters, across which she 

alone believed a country lay to the 

westward, “If we succeed,” she said 

to her “the glory will all be 

yours. 1 will be responsible for the 

infamy of a possible defeat” The 
Koreans laid their wealth at the feet 

of the conquerors, and the King sworg 

that so long as the stars shone and 

water ran down hill Korea should be 

faithful to Japan, 

This achievement: of the dauntless 

empresas gave rise to the proud boast 
of the Japanese “The arms of Japan 

shine beyond the seas” But the 
most important fruit of her victory 

was the introduction of Buddhism 
from Korea, as well as Asiatic at, 
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BABY WOMEN 

Baby women ar 

individuals, no matter what 

who are always 

hurt whenever 

from home 

In church work they 

nuisance for no one 

them, 

If the baby 
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FASHION NOTES 

One of the novelties of the seasod 

{s the linen hat embroidered in color 
No matter how cheap the material, 

i# a suit fits well it well. 
Earrings may really be said to des 

worn now, though they are not at all 

common. 

The vogue for white petlicoats 's 

increasing 

The bias front-panel of a striped 
skirt takes on quite the air of a gar 

niture because the sides and back are 

straight. 

The mousline sash has ridden into 
the sartorial world on the crest of 

the Oriental wave that drought the 

kimono sleeve into conventional 

dress 

There is almost no limit to the uses 

for point d'esprit, since it is equally 

appropriate for a gown or bedroom 
curtains or numberiass kinds of fancy 
work; and indeed, after {i has served 

one purpose it may often be pressed 

into other use, 
Trimmings are almost entirely con. 

fined to broad bands of insertion or 
embroidery on skirts or for the simp 
ler materials, bands of the material 

cut on the bias form the trimming. 
Navy blue {gs more in favor than it 

was at the beginning of the season, 
especinlly mixed with crude green and 
mandarin, 

yoks  


